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Wave Phenomena in High-Voltage Windings of Transformers
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Determination of mechanical condition of transformer active part can be performed utilizing frequency response
of the windings. Many computing models were developed to evaluate behavior of the winding in wide frequency
range using di�erent numerical methods. Most of them utilizes �nite elements, assuming axial symmetry, if possible.
In other cases we need to use a three-dimensional model, which results in a signi�cant reduction in the accuracy of
modeling the geometry of the system, as well as the penetration of electromagnetic �eld into conductors. From a
practical point of view, using computer of average performance, the windings can be modeled with at most 10 turns.
From this reason mixed models are proposed, where the electric parameters of the winding are concentrated in the
substitute RLC elements. Such models are known as �lumped parameter models�. Since the parameters of real
winding are distributed, the question arises concerning the necessity of taking into account wave phenomena in
them. The method allowing this is known as �transmission line method�. Measurements of frequency response are
used in industry. There are still many problems with interpretation of test results. Computer modeling may be
a helpful tool allowing to understand relation between the geometry of a winding and its frequency response. To
ful�ll this, models should give similar response as a real measurement. The paper describes a modi�ed transmission
line method used for modeling of a transformer winding's frequency response. There is described the model, its
parameters, and exemplary solution compared to test data.
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1. Introduction

Frequency response (FR) measurements of transformer
windings are used in industrial practice as a method for
determination of their mechanical condition [1]. Such
information is important for asset management of distri-
bution companies, because only the complete informa-
tion on technical condition of transformers population,
together with information on each unit's importance in
the system, leads to economically and technically reason-
able management. Di�erent high current events, over-
-voltages, and insulation deterioration may lead to loos-
ening of original winding clamping and subsequently to
deformations of windings. Also a core may lose its me-
chanical integrity over time. FR measurements have been
introduced into practice as frequency response analysis
(FRA) method.
The transformer winding can be described by a set of

local capacitances, self and mutual inductances and re-
sistances. Every change in winding geometry leads to
change of these parameters, which in�uences the shape
of the transfer function. The analysis of frequency re-
sponse measurements results is based on comparison of
data presented usually as sine signal damping along fre-
quency spectrum in logarithmic scale. Such curve can be
compared to results recorded for a transformer in time
intervals, between phases, between twin or sister units
or with help of computer models. However, there are
still many problems with interpretation of test results
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in cases where compared curves are not similar. Due
to insu�cient number of veri�ed measurements on units
with known deformations it is hard to determine if and
what problem there is in the winding. A helpful tool may
be computer modeling of FR. After obtaining the model
giving similar result as a real object it is possible to in-
troduce forced deformations and �nd out its e�ect on the
FR curve.
The paper describes a new approach to FR modeling

presented on the example of few discs belonging to HV-
-winding, dismounted from the real transformer and ex-
amined without the core.

2. Model construction and computation

of lumped parameters

An approach basing on networks built on lumped pa-
rameters of the winding obtained using approximate for-
mulae is known since many years [2]. However, the results
were not satisfactory. In our approach the spiral winding
is divided on single wires, each of them lying on a 2D
plane (Fig. 1).
The lumped parameters may be calculated on the base

of analytic formulae, as in [3], which still do not include
skin e�ect and proximity e�ect. From this reason in
our work the lumped parameters are calculated using
�nite elements modeling (FEM), wherein each param-
eter concerns single wire. The contributions of all other
wires are also taken into account. Using this parame-
ters the complete network model can be created. The
RLC-network model was shown in our earlier works [4].
The results obtained with such models were good upon
driving frequency of 1 MHz. With such high frequency,
transmission line e�ects become apparent, as the length
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of model construction.

of the winding becomes comparable to the electromag-
netic wave length. From this reason transmission line
method (TLM) was adapted for calculations of lumped
parameter network model.

A numerical model of the winding can be realized
with commercial FEM-package. Preparation of computer
models simulating real phenomena needs choosing ap-
proach which leads to good e�ects with limited software
and hardware possibilities.

Usually many simpli�cations and limitations are in-
troduced into model parameters, to make it possible
to perform calculations. In modeling of transformers'
windings it is necessary to choose whether 2D or 3D
model shall be introduced. The �rst one is related with
many limitations, but allows to perform detailed calcula-
tions. The second one allows consideration of the real
geometry, however current technical possibilities make
its results very inaccurate or even impossible to obtain.
For exact computation of winding's geometry the three-
-dimensional model should be used.

In the work [5] very simpli�ed model was used, without
analysis of separate wires. In our earlier work [6] there
may be found that with nowadays computers the 3D-
-models containing only 10 wires may be solved, because
due to high driving frequency of over 1 MHz the solution
has to be carried out using very small �nite elements. In
practical application there is the need to model windings
consisting of several hundred wires. From this reason an
approach basing on models with two-dimensional sym-
metry is proposed. It is obvious that such models enable
calculation of only such deformations inside winding, that
the cylindrical symmetry is retained.

The next step in modeling is to determine necessary
parameters which have to be simulated, to ensure good
conformity of model and its physical representation. In
discussed case there are considered parameters which af-
fect frequency response and are related to geometry of
the winding. There were used self and mutual induc-
tances, capacitances, and resistances, with taking into
account skin e�ects and proximity e�ects, as well as ma-
terial properties of all elements.

Another problem is reference to environment. The real
object used for creation of described model is placed in
laboratory with some in�uence of surrounding elements.
Especially its capacitances may vary from theoretical cal-
culations. As boundary condition of FEM model the
ballooning method is used, which reveals better behav-
ior than Dirichlet's or Neumann's boundary conditions.
However, the cuto� of the region is obviously a simpli�-
cation leading to calculation errors.

For FEM calculations commercial package � ANSYS
Maxwell was chosen. This program calculates impedance
matrices used in network models. Self- and mutual ca-
pacitances determination is based on solving given elec-
trostatic �eld equation

∇ · (εrε0∇Φ(r, z)) = −ρ, (1)

where Φ is a scalar potential of electric �eld inducted
with charge having its density ρ, ε0 and εr are vacuum
permittivity and relative environment permittivity.

To obtain self- and mutual inductances there was
solved 2D electromagnetic �eld equation taking into ac-
count eddy currents e�ect

∇× 1

µ
(∇×A) + jωγA = J s, (2)

where A is a magnetic vector potential, ω � supply cur-
rent pulsation, µ and γ are magnetic permeability of en-
vironment and its conductivity. J s is current density
in windings. The induction values are obtained from
magnetic �eld energy WAV calculated from two models
i and j with supply current having peak value IPeak in
given turns

WAV =
1

4

∫
Bi ·H∗

j dV,

Lij =
4WAV

I2Peak
=

∫
Bi ·Hj dΩ . (3)

B and H are vectors of induction and �eld intensity of
magnetic �eld, having two spatial components in ana-
lyzed case. Self- and mutual capacitances have been ob-
tained by energizing proper turns with voltage and cal-
culating electric �eld energy Wij :

Wij =
1

2

∫
Ω

Di ·Ej dΩ ,

Cij =
2Wij

V 2
=

∫
Ω

Di ·Ej dΩ . (4)

D and E are vectors of electric induction and elec-
tric �eld intensity, having two components in analyzed
case. Turns of resistance values were received from ac-
tive power losses P in them due to current �ow having
density J :

P =
1

2γ

∫
J · J∗dΩ ,

R =
2P

I2Peak
=

∫
J · J∗dΩ

γI2Peak
=

∫
J · J∗dΩ

γ
, (5)

where IPeak is supply current peak value and γ � turn
conductivity. Discussed model is presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Model created in FEM software with real di-
mensions and material properties.

A very similar treatment of this problem may be found
in [7]. The analyzed area was discretized with about 64k
triangular elements. Calculations were carried out for
six frequencies from 100 Hz until 10 MHz. Skin e�ect at
high frequency is clearly visible not only in the values of
the winding resistance, but also in the mutual and own
inductances.

3. Transmission line method

The frequency of excitation current when using FRA
reaches 10 MHz and the length of HV transformer wind-
ing is several hundred meters, so it is comparable to wave
length 300 m at the frequency of 1 MHz. From this rea-
son better results may be obtained by considering the
wave e�ects. Distributed parameter networks were stud-
ied many years ago. Transmission line models are in-
cluded in the most popular simulators, as SPICE. The
history of transmission line models and a model of AC
motor may be found in [8].
Presented research is based on the conception pre-

sented by [9]. Each turn from Fig. 1 lies in separate
plane and can be replaced by the element of transmis-
sion line. Because the turns are placed at one 2D-plane
(r−φ), the use of two-dimensional models in �nite ele-
ment analysis is possible. The interconnection of turns
forming complete winding will be done later, in a network
model. Behavior of transmission line elements describe
well known telegraph equations

dU

dx
= −Z · I, Z = R + jωL

[
Ω

m

]
,

dI

dx
= −Y ·U , Y = jωC

[
S

m

]
. (6)

Since the transmission line elements are coupled to each
other, the terms of impedance and admittance matri-
ces Z and Y contain mutual inductances and capaci-
tances. This causes obstacles when solving equation sys-
tem (6). It may be helpful to use a modal transformation

described in [10]. Therefore matrices Z and Y are de-
composed to their diagonal form

Z = Qu ·Zd ·Q−1
i , Y = Qi · Y d ·Q−1

u , (7)

where for determination of both matrices, Qi andQu two
separate eigendecompositions are proposed

Z · Y = Qu ·Zd · Y d ·QT
u ,

Y ·Z = Qi · Y d ·Zd ·QT
i . (8)

Presented approach gives better numerical stability of al-
gorithm, versus this presented in [9].
Decomposition (8) allows to decouple telegraph equa-

tions in the following way:

dU

dx
= −Qu ·Zd ·Q−1

i · I → Q−1
u ·

dU

dx

= −Zd ·Q−1
i · i→

dUm

dx
= −Zd · Im,

dI

dx
= −Qi · Y d ·Q−1

u ·U → Q−1
i ·

dI

dx

= −Y d ·Q−1
u · u→

dIm

dx
= −Y d ·Um, (9)

where Um, Im mean modal voltages and currents. The
solution for modal values is carried out in known way,
producing a chain matrix of single element k of a trans-
mission line

Am,k =

[
chβkl Zc,kshβkl
1

Zc,k
shβkl chβkl

]
, (10)

where βk =
√
Zdk,kYdk,k and Zc,k =

√
Zdk,k

Ydk,k
.

After solution of telegraph equations the modal volt-
ages and currents can be transformed to their original
values, and the equations system for solving of original
currents and voltages is established.

4. Model veri�cation

Presented model has been veri�ed with mentioned
winding coming from the real transformer (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Six coils of the real winding used for modeling,
with visible axial shift.

A measurement of FR has been taken with commer-
cial device Omicron FRAnalyzer. Test results have been
compared to simulations. The comparison is presented
in Fig. 4.
The shape of FR curve of simulations taken with de-

scribed TLM model is similar to measurement. It gives
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Fig. 4. Results of measurement and simulation with
two methods.

more exact values of resonance frequencies than standard
RLC model. It shows good conformity up to 10 MHz.
Visible di�erences, if compared to test results, are com-
ing from non-perfect conditions of measurement and real
winding's geometry, which was not ideally symmetrical.

5. Summary

The paper presents the possibility of modeling fre-
quency response of a winding with using the new ap-
proach of transmission line method. Described model
shows good conformity to real measurements. Also the
simulations done for other windings are showing good
agreement of results, similarly to example from Fig. 3.
It seems that such way of windings modeling might be
used for detailed analysis of relation between the geom-
etry of winding and its frequency response. It might be
especially used to �nd the in�uence of deformations and
other faults in the winding on the changes in FR curve
shape � frequency range, damping and the character of
FR curve modi�cation.
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